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1. Introduction
This document contains detailed description for the Agent‐Based Decision Support System (ABDSS)
implemented for SOCRADES project and how it is integrated with the Orchestration Engine component
described in the deliverable D5.2.2. The first developments regarding this software component are explained
in the deliverable D5.4.1 named “Agent‐based Decision Support System – Early Prototype”.

1.1. Overview of SOCRADES Architecture
One of the main targets of SOCRADES project is to create a consistent architecture that can provide the
flexibility and dynamicity required by the next generation of manufacturing systems. SOCRADES is
fundamentally based on the adoption and integration of the concepts provided by Service‐Oriented
Architecture (SOA) along all levels of the manufacturing pyramid. Considered at the lowest level of this
approach are the devices available on the factory floor, which may offer their complex functionality as
service interfaces encapsulated by web standards. This mechanism is very important since it permits the
loose integration of different types of devices, independently of the manufacturer or underlying technology.
Figure 1 shows the SOCRADES control architecture, which, besides services, also includes other components
such as Orchestration Engine(s), Orchestrator, and a Decision Support System.
The manufacture of a specific product depends on a set of production processes that must be tidily
controlled according to the production plan. This means that the execution of services representing different
production processes must be orchestrated (i.e., sequenced and synchronized) by an Orchestration Engine
(OE). According to Figure 1, there may be more than one OE available in the production system at a time.
The assumption here is that a single OE “knows” the sequence of atomic services that must be executed in
order to produce a specific product, and at the same time, it provides a higher level service interface
representing the complete production sequence. Instances of OEs are created and deployed by an
Orchestrator according to the production requirements. For more information about these components refer
to the deliverables D2.1, D5.2.1 and D5.2.2.

Figure 1: SOCRADES control architecture.

Another component of the SOCRADES architecture depicted on Figure 1 is the Decision Support System
(DSS) integrated by a Multi‐Agent System (MAS). The reason for having included an ABDSS in the
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SOCRADES architecture was to count with a distributed component that could support the resolution of
conflicts when these appeared. Thanks to the collaborative nature of agent technology, it is possible for the
DSS to take informed decisions based on the system’s dynamicity (current state); instead of just reacting
assuming that everything stays as it was originally planned.

1.2. SOCRADES Agent-based Decision Support System
Traditionally, DSSs are centralized components that provide a high‐level of control over the execution of
processes in manufacturing plants. A DSS has an overview about the state of the production system and it
also contains high‐level information that can be used for an adequate scheduling of tasks. Communication
with a DSS is usually based on proprietary protocols, which may limit its application to environments
specially configured to support it.
The idea behind the SOCRADES ABDSS is to provide a de‐centralized and intelligent decision‐making
component that can communicate with any other component in a manufacturing system by means of
standard web services interfaces. This approach helps to flatten the levels found in traditional hierarchical
control systems and it also helps taking decisions based on real‐time local information.

Figure 2: Functional view of the SOCRADES control architecture.

The motor behind the SOCRADES ABDSS is a MAS which can analyze, select, and suggest the execution of
different services from several alternatives depending on the production constrains imposed. The main
advantage of using a MAS over a traditional expert system is its capability for “negotiating” solutions
instead of using a set of pre‐defined conditional rules. Although this is possible, it is still necessary for the
MAS to have access to most of the information related to the production process. In this case, the
SOCRADES ABDSS should contain a model of the production system, should be informed of changes in the
execution of services at the lowest level, and it should also gather other relevant high‐level information that
is usually not commonly known on the factory floor. Figure 2 depicts a functional view of the SOCRADES
control architecture that explains this mechanism.

2. Architecture Requirements
According to the principles outlined for the SOCRADES control architecture (cf. deliverable D2.1), all the
components that make the architecture should be integrated without tight bonds, and there should not be
any explicit dependence among them that could hinder the expected flexibility and adaptability. The
inclusion of SOA technology to every component of the SOCRADES control architecture provides a way of
satisfying this requirement; therefore, it is also imperative that the SOCRADES ABDSS includes a
communication interface provided through Web Services (WS) standards.
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The existence of a standard communication channel alone is not enough for achieving proper integration of
the SOCRADES ABDSS. In order to be able to provide adequate decision when required, one of the most
important properties of this component is the ability of having a global view of the manufacturing system
that is being controlled. This overview should include information about the available services and their
physical location and status; it should include also information about the products that are being
manufactured and a list of the processes that have been performed to the product, as well as those processes
that still need to be performed. It is important to clarify that since controlling the manufacturing system is
not the main goal of the SOCRADES ABDSS, the architecture should still be operational even without its
presence.
Multi‐Agent Systems are conventionally created by following the requirements of a specific application;
however, this approach creates a dependency between the MAS and the application which makes difficult to
re‐use the MAS for slightly different applications. The approach followed in the SOCRADES project for
creating a DSS, is based on the idea of creating a generic MAS that could be reused for supporting the
decision‐making in different discrete manufacturing domains.
In the following subsections are identified the main problems that the SOCRADES ABDSS is targeted to
solve and a list of expected features which aim to provide the infrastructure for solving these problems. The
mapping between both things has helped to define the necessary developments for the SOCRADES ABDSS.

2.1. Targeted Problems
Next are briefly described the scenarios in a service‐enabled manufacturing system that would require
decision support as it was specified in the deliverable D2.1:
•
•
•

Service Redundancy: a certain process/service can be fulfilled by several devices, but only one can be
selected based on indexes of the system.
Service Composition: some production processes may require creating higher‐level composite services
out of atomic services at runtime.
Scheduling: several production strategies require taking dynamic scheduling decisions based on
different optimization approaches (e.g., resource optimization, prioritization, line balancing, etc).

2.2. Expected Features
By thinking on the desired functionality of the DSS it is possible to identify the main development tasks that
have to be carried out. The main expected features that the ABDSS would need to fulfil are described next.

2.2.1. Feature 1: Automatic System Deployment
The automatic deployment of a MAS that will behave as a DSS for a service‐enabled production system is a
desirable feature. This means that every time the production system is initialized, the platform hosting the
MAS should be able to identify all the WS available on the factory floor as well as their physical location, and
it should create an internal representation of them by associating specialized agents accordingly. This newly
created world of agents linked to the existing WS will then provide all the necessary components for
reaching collaborative solutions.

2.2.2. Feature 2: Automatic System Update
At the same time that it is desirable to have an automated system deployment, it is also desirable to have a
MAS that can update its structure automatically according to the status of the production system; so
whenever there are new WSs appearing or disappearing, this should be reflected on the corresponding
agents.
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2.2.3. Feature 3: Integration through Communication Interfaces described by Web Services
One of the key goals of the SOCRADES project is to achieve vertical integration in the manufacturing
pyramid by adopting SOA technology at all levels. Therefore, it is also important to provide the ABDSS with
an adequate communication interface described by WS; in this way, any other component of the SOCRADES
control architecture can discover the services provided by the ABDSS and can invoke operations on those
services.

2.2.4. Feature 4: Integration with a Knowledge Base containing descriptions of the
Production System
In order to maintain a full view of the production system, it is necessary for the DSS to be integrated with a
Knowledge Base (KB) containing all the information details about the production system. Since the
production system is represented by means of WS, it is necessary that the KB includes semantic descriptions
of all the WS, as well as information regarding the relationship between the agents in the DSS and the WSs.
The KB should be updated every time a change happens in the production system, and such changes should
be also reflected in the DSS.

2.2.5. Feature 5: Dynamic Service Selection
The manufacturing of a product involves a series of processes that are going to be represented by WSs. Very
often, it is possible to find some level of redundancy at the factory floor regarding the number of devices that
can provide these services; this is necessary in order to make production more efficient. When production is
running, the component in charge of controlling the service invocations (cf. Orchestrator Engine) may not be
able to select between several WSs that are apparently good candidates. In this case, the ABDSS should
provide a clear answer to the component that requested the decision, based on local and global information
available at that moment.
Selecting a WS does not only include the identification of candidate’s name, but also requires to identify the
physical access to the WS (i.e., selection of service endpoints) and to insure that the invocation of any
operation on that WS is feasible from the perspective of the physical location.

2.2.6. Feature 6: Dynamic Service Composition
In the same way that the proper selection of WSs during runtime is important for an adequate operation of
the production system, it is also important to identify that the execution of some related WSs can be linked
together (e.g., during transport operations), and that a general invocation interface can be used in order to
reduce the number of data interactions. The linking of WSs is considered to be a service composition.
The ABDSS should be able to produce service compositions on demand since these may be useless after they
have been created and executed. A composition always starts by selecting the involved WSs first; therefore,
this feature requires taking into account the same considerations than for the previous feature.

3. Agent-Based Decision Support System
In the last years, different implementations of MAS have been used for controlling manufacturing systems
[1], [2], and more are becoming available as new research trends emerge. However, the main problem still
remains the lack of a common architecture that can be applied for controlling all the manufacturing systems,
especially when different approaches are being followed by different research groups. The approach
followed in the SOCRADES project considers a MAS as an additional component of a more general control
architecture that could be potentially used for different manufacturing domains; therefore, it is necessary to
develop a MAS that can be sufficiently generic and self‐contained, but still open to adaptation.
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According to a previous study performed and reported in deliverable D2.1 about currently available agent
development platforms conformant with the standards set by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
(FIPA) [3], the best candidate for creating the SOCRADES ABDSS was the Java Agent Development
Framework (JADE) with LEAP extension [4]. This platform has been formally adopted since it provides the
entire infrastructure and management facilities for creating any agent‐based system; which in turn, allows
focusing on the design of the functional features. The developments followed a two‐stage process that was in
agreement with the deadlines imposed by the deliverables. During the first implementation stage, all the
coding was centred mainly in establishing adequate communication channels between the WSs environment
and a MAS; these results were reported in the deliverable D5.4.1. The second implementation stage has been
focused on creating the structure of the SOCRADES ABDSS.

3.1. Structure of the SOCRADES Agent-based Decision Support System
In accordance with the features described sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the ABDSS should deploy itself
automatically independently of the number and type of available WSs, and, at the same time, it should
perform automatic updates whenever needed. In order to reduce the pre‐configuration effort required for
setting up the MAS, it was decided to build the SOCRADES ABDSS structure as modular as possible,
including generic components that could be re‐used for different applications. Figure 3 shows the
components that integrate the structure of the SOCRADES ABDSS.

SOCRADES Agent-Based Decision Support System
Virtual System Representation
DSS Agent

Virtual Service Agent
requests

Orchestrator
Engine Service

Virtual Service Agent
Virtual Service Agent

WS Interface

DPWS
Interface
creates

WS Interface

Virtual Batch Agent

Deployer Agent
Ontology
Service

DPWS
Interface

Virtual Batch Agent
creates

Virtual Batch Agent

uses

Behaviour Pool
Core Agent

GUI Behaviour
GUI Behaviour
GUI

GUI Behaviour Slot
GUI Behaviour Slot
GUI Behaviour Slot

...

uses

GUI Behaviour
GUI
Behaviour
GUI
Behaviour
Behaviour

Figure 3: Structure of the SOCRADES Agent‐Based Decision Support System.

As it can be seen from Figure 3, the core of the SOCRADES ABDSS is represented by three components: a
Core Agent, a Behaviour Pool, and a Deployer Agent. Besides the basic management facilities
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provided by JADE platform, these three components are also required by default in the SOCRADES ABDSS
so that it is possible to provide the base functionality. The DSS Agent and the Virtual System
Representation are components that are created when the platform starts operating, and, therefore, map
to the requirements established by the features described in sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6. A different component
called Ontology Service, external to the MAS, also plays an important role in supporting the initial
system setup since it provides a connection with a KB, as it was defined by the feature described in section
2.2.4.

Figure 4: UML package diagram for the SOCRADES ABDSS.

Figure 4 represents an UML package diagram showing the relationship of the major software components
for the SOCRADES ABDSS. The main package of the MAS is called fi.tut.socrades.mas. Under the
main package are six sub‐packages containing the classes that implement the functionality of the
SOCRADES ABDSS. Table 1 provides a short description of the contents of each sub‐package. The
characteristics of each of the components shown in Figure 1 and their connection with the sub‐packages
shown in Figure 4 will be explained in the next subsections.

Package Name

Description

behaviour

Contains several pre‐defined behavior classes and the corresponding GUI
classes.
Contains a test class used for building BPEL script files.
Contains a set of utility classes necessary for the dynamic creation of BPEL script
files.
Contains information for the deployment of the agent platform.
Contains an abstract class implementing the Core Agent.
Contains a set of classes that define the ontologies used for communications
between agents in the platform.
Contains utility classes used for holding different types of data structures.
Contains a set of classes necessary for providing DPWS functionality to the
decision support agent.
Contains a set of classes used as data store for web service descriptions.
Contains utility classes used for retrieving information about web services
available in a UDDI registry.

bpel
bpel.util
configuration
core
core.communications
util
util.dss
util.ws
util.uddi

Table 1: Package descriptions for the SOCRADES ABDSS.
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3.1.1. Core Agent
This agent represents a utility mould used for casting different types of agents, according to the system
requirements. The core agent provides a pre‐compiled abstract agent class which contains a list of behaviour
slots, each one of them is named GUI Behaviour Slot (cf. Figure 3). Figure 5 depicts the UML class
diagram that shows the relationship among the class contained in the fi.tut.socrades.mas.core
package and the classes from the fi.tut.socrades.mas.behaviour package. It can be seen from
Figure 5 that a core agent can have 0 or more GUI Behaviour modules, which are classes that encapsulate
behaviours together with their respective GUIs.
The JADE platform possesses a mechanism called Agent Introspector by which it is possible to monitor all
the behaviours linked to an agent. Even though this mechanism is very useful when developing the MAS, it
is still complicated to keep track of all the agents and their behaviours in a slightly larger system. For that
reason it was decided to link all the pre‐defined behaviour classes to basic GUIs as it is shown in Figure 5, in
order to be able to maintain better control of the platform.

CoreAgent

1

1
0 ... n

1

GuiBehaviour

«interface»
AgentGuiInterface

1
1
AgentGui

Behaviour

1

[0,1]

BehaviourGui

Figure 5: UML class diagram for the Core Agent.

When a new agent is going to be created, the behaviours slots of the core agent are filled with references to
selected GUI behaviour modules contained inside the behaviour pool; in this way, it is possible to create
different types of agents by adapting their behaviours accordingly. During setup, the deployer agent is the
user of this agent class; therefore, it will provide other parameters required for deploying an agent in the
MAS (e.g., agent name, agent services, communication ontologies used, etc.).

3.1.2. Behaviour Pool
A behaviour pool is a component of the SOCRADES ABDSS which contains a set of pre‐defined behaviour
modules called GUI Behaviour; these modules can be mixed in order to define the characteristics of a
specific agent. Every GUI behaviour inside the pool is independent of each other and can be executed
autonomously by one or several agents. A GUI behaviour module is composed by two elements: a
Behaviour class representing the goal of that specific behaviour (i.e., an activity that an agent must
perform), and a Graphical User Interface, GUI, class associated to the same.
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The JADE platform offers a set of abstract agent behaviour classes that can be used for developing more
complex behaviours. These classes are defined as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OneShotBehaviour,
TickerBehaviour,
SimpleBehaviour,
AchieveREInitiator,
AchieveREResponder,
SubscriptionInitiator, and
SubscriptionResponder.

Figure 6 shows the UML class diagram that represents the class hierarchy of behaviours developed for the
SOCRADES ABDSS. It can be seen from this diagram that all the agent behaviours are derived from the
previously mentioned abstract classes.
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Figure 6: UML class diagram representing the Behaviour class hierarchy.
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Figure 7 shows the UML class diagram that represents the class hierarchy for the GUIs linked to the
behaviours developed in the SOCRADES ABDSS. The GUI implemented for a specific behaviour depends on
the type of information that this will handle. Table 2 summarizes the function of each GUI behaviour.
«interface»
BehaviourGui

ListBehaviourGui

TreeBehaviourGui

DoubleTreeBehaviourGui

LoadWSwsdlAutoBehaviourGui

RequestSupportBehaviourGui

InvokeWSBehaviourGui

AddAgentBehaviourGui
LoadWSwsdlBehaviourGui

RequestSupportBehaviour

AddNextNeighbourAgentGui
MonitorWSBehaviour

HandleBASubscriptionBehaviourGui
MonitorWSProvider4DPWSBehaviourGui

SetVisibleAgentBehaviourGui
MonitorWSProvider4UDDIBehaviourGui

HandleManagerRequestGui
SubscribeWSBehaviourGui

RemoveNextNeighbourAgentGui
LoadDeployInformationFromFileBehaviourGui
MonitorAllAgentsBehaviourGui
RequestRoutingInformationBehaviourGui
MonitorVSAgentsBehaviourGui
DecisionRequiredDpwsBehaviourGui
MonitorMAAgentsBehaviourGui
RecolectRoutingInformationBehaviourGui
MonitorBAAgentsBehaviourGui
ResponseRoutingInformationBehaviourGui
Subscribe2AllMABehaviourGui
DeployFromLoadedInformationBehaviourGui
RequestDeployLinksBehaviourGui
DeployLinksFromLoadedInformationBehaviourGui
Subscribe2MABehaviourGui

Figure 7: UML class diagram representing the BehaviourGUI class hierarchy.
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GUI Behaviour

Description

AddAgentBehaviour
AddNextNeighbourAgentBehaviour
DecisionRequiredDpwsBehaviour

Adds an agent to the platform.
Assigns a neighbour agent to another agent.
Generates a search procedure in the Virtual System
Representation.
Deploys the Virtual System Representation with the
given information.
Generates automatically the links between agents
from given information.
Attends Browser Agent subscriptions (monitors).
Attends commands from the Deployer agent.
Invokes a web service.
Loads deployment information from a file.
Gets deployment information from the Ontology
service.
Loads the WSDL file of a web service when
discovered.
Loads the WSDL file of a web service when asked.
Keeps a list of all agents in the agent platform.
Keeps a list of monitoring agents in the agent
platform.
Keeps a list of a defined set of agents in the agent
platform.
Keeps a list of monitor agents in the agent platform.
Discovers web services automatically.
Discovers DPWS web services when asked.
Discovers UDDI web services when asked.
Collects path information from the Virtual Sytstem
Representation.
Removes the next agent assignment from a given
agent.
Sends a message to create a link.
Ask for routing information to other agents.
Response routing information from other agents.
Request for support to the Virtual Representation
System.
Sets an agent visible.
Subscribes to all monitor agents.
Subscribes to a monitor agent.
Subscribes to a web service.

DeployFromLoadedInformationBehaviour
DeployLinksFromLoadedInformationBehaviour
HandleBASubscriptionBehaviour
HandleManagerRequest
InvokeWSBehaviour
LoadDeployInformationFromFileBehaviour
LoadDeployInformationFromOntologyBehaviour
LoadWSwsdlAutoBehaviour
LoadWSwsdlBehaviour
MonitorAllAgentsBehaviour
MonitorBAAgentsBehaviour
MonitorGenericAgentBehaviour
MonitorMAAgentsBehaviour
MonitorWSBehaviour
MonitorWSProvider4DPWSBehaviour
MonitorWSProvider4UDDIBehaviour
RecolectRoutingInformationBehaviour
RemoveNextNeighbourAgent
RequestDeployLinksBehaviour
RequestRoutingInformationBehaviour
ResponseRoutingInformationBehaviour
RequestSupportBehaviour
SetVisibleAgentBehaviour
Subscribe2AllMABehaviour
Subscribe2MABehaviour
SubscribeWSBehaviour

Table 2: Summary of GUI behaviours.

Despite the fact that the GUI behaviour modules are independent of each other, it is important to notice that
some of them are in fact complementary; this means that the expected functionality cannot be complete
unless the complementary part is also active. For example, consider the case where an agent’s behaviour is in
charge of revisiting a list of active services in order to detect changes; even though the behaviour operates
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normally and does not produce errors, it is not possible to expect some concrete action out of it unless a
complementary behaviour in charge of updating the list of active services is also active.
The list of pre‐defined behaviour modules has been created according to the system basic needs: discovering
and invoking services, subscribing to notifications, establishing physical links between services, and
providing decision support for service selection and routing based on performance/location/priority.
Additional behaviours can be included if extra functionality is needed, but this information should be also
included in the KB that contains the production system description in order to make it visible for the MAS.

3.1.3. Deployer Agent
This agent represents a middle component between the supervisory side of the MAS platform and the
management side needed for the SOCRADES ABDSS. Its main task consists on requesting directly from the
Agent Management System (AMS) in JADE to create or destroy agents, according to the status of the
production system.
The deployer agent requires information available on the KB that contains the production system
representation. This KB would be typically an ontology managed through a WS called Ontology Service;
for this reason, the deployer agent can access a WS interface that can be used for discovering and
communicating with the ontology service. In case that the ontology service is not available, the deployer
agent will request from the user (via GUI) to indicate the agents to be deployed for the ABDSS and to map
their respective behaviours as well. Once this information has been collected, the deployer agent proceeds to
create instances of the core agent described previously, filling up the GUI behaviour slots, and indicating the
AMS that the new agents are ready to be launched on the platform.
As it can be seen in Figure 3, there exists a link between the deployer agent and the Virtual System
Representation that indicates a “creation” relationship. This is partially correct, but it should be also
noted that the virtual system representation is initially created form the information obtained through the
ontology service, and that latter that information is cross‐checked with the results from a discovery
procedure performed on the production line using the Device Profile for Web Services (DPWS) [5] interface
created for this purpose. In this way, it is possible to ensure maximum consistency between the production
system model represented on the ontology and the real situation on the factory floor.

3.1.4. Virtual System Representation
As its name indicates, the virtual system representation is the set of agents that represent the services
available on the production system – independently on which devices they are hosted – and the set of agents
that represent batches of products that need to be manufactured. These agents are called Virtual
Service Agent and Virtual Batch Agent, respectively.
A virtual service agent is created once the deployer agent retrieves all the information of the production
system available on the ontology. After all the virtual service agents have been created, a specialized
monitoring agent (not depicted in Figure 3) will discover all the available WSs on the production line
through the DPWS interface, and every virtual service agent will have to match its Endpoint reference to
the discovered WSs. In case that a virtual service agent exists but has no match with a real WS, the user will
be prompted to define a matching endpoint or to eliminate the virtual service agent.
Virtual service agents maintain information regarding the physical location of their counterpart WSs; this
helps them to create logical connections that can be used later for providing appropriate decisions. Logical
connections are important since, by this mean, the virtual service agents can interact and request the specific
location of a WS in the production system; such WS may also match a selected parameter that makes it better
candidate than other WSs (service selection). The logical connection is also used by the virtual service agents
for creating routing paths to selected WSs (service composition).
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A virtual batch agent is created as a result of a new production order introduced in the system. Assuming
that products are manufactured in batches, a production order may contain several batches to be produced.
In this case, a virtual batch agent is generated per every batch. According to Figure 1, the component in
charge of orchestrating the WSs necessary for manufacturing of a certain product is an Orchestration Engine.
In this context, an OE can actually control the execution of WSs per batch of products; therefore, a virtual
batch agent can know what the production status of a specific batch is by subscribing itself to notifications
made by the OE.
Virtual service agents and virtual batch agents maintain an updated status of their respective counterparts
on the production system by means of subscriptions to notifications using the WSs interface.

3.1.5. Decision Support Agent
The decision support agent is the component of the SOCRADES ABDSS in charge of providing the decisions
made by the MAS. This agent is a particular implementation of the core agent with a set of specific
behaviours that allow it to react to external invocations. This agent interacts with all the agents in the virtual
system representation by means of FIPA protocols, and externally by means of a WS interface.
A production process that is being executed in the production system may be halted at some point and it
should request a decision. A typical situation in which the production is halted is, for example, when a pallet
travels around on the production line and at some moment it is presented with the possibility of selecting
two pieces of equipment that provide the same operations. In this case, the best solution where to go should
be based on a line‐balancing policy or on execution time. The decision support agent should, therefore,
consider first, which is the best place to go? and second, what is the best way of getting there? This solution
can only be obtained by asking the involved agents what is the situation. During interaction, the decision
support agent requests from the other agents a set of parameters regarding the status of the production
system. For example, Table 3 shows a list of some these parameters and how they are relevant for different
types of agents.

Parameters Requested
State: busy, free, waiting
Throughput: integer
Execution Time: integer
Waiting Piece: boolean
Reservations: integer
Cost: integer
Scheduled for Maintenance: boolean

MachineServiceAgent

ConveyorServiceAgent

LifterServiceAgent

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 3: Status parameters requested by the Decision Support Agent.

Based on the answers obtained, the decision support agent is able to estimate and provide an answer:
selection of the best place and the best route. Transporting the pallet to the selected destination can be seen
as a service composition and orchestration, since every WS representing the functionality of a conveyor must
be invoked in ordered manner. This situation requires that the decision support agent would be able to
provide this sequence of invocations and, from the WSs perspective, this can be achieved by using the Web
Services Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [6].
The decision support agent counts with an internal mechanism that allows it to dynamically build BPEL
scripts that can be invoked by the OE. The construction of a BPEL script is based on the addition of several
modular activities representing the invocation steps. The creation of a BPEL script is not useful for an OE if
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the partner links related to the BPEL activities are not resolved. A partner link represents the specification of
an endpoint reference for accessing a WS.
The approach followed in the SOCRADES ABDSS consists on creating BPEL scripts out of modular
components that can be re‐used without the need of hard coding specific sequences. Once the BPEL script is
formulated, the corresponding partner links are resolved by taking advantage of the neighbourhood
relationships contained within the virtual service agents. Figure 8 shows a UML class diagram that
represents the classes implemented for building BPEL scripts dynamically.

Figure 8: UML class diagram representing the utilities for automated BPEL creation.
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3.1.6. Ontology Service
This is an external software component that belongs to the BPEL‐based Orchestration Framework described
in the deliverable D5.2.2. It is important for the SOCRADES ABDSS because it provides a service‐based link
for retrieving of information related to the production system. In technical terms, the ontology service is a
WS capable of accessing an ontology model of the production system described in the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [7]. This WS provides operations for updating the contents of the OWL ontology model, as
well as for retrieving the status of class individuals. During initial deployment, the deployer agent will
invoke the ontology service in order to obtain all the information about the WSs available on the production
system and their physical connection the real devices.
The OWL ontology model of the production system is composed of individuals from different abstract
classes that describe equipment, services, products, processes, and agents. The detailed description of the
complete OWL ontology model is outside the scope of this document, so only some partial descriptions
related to the agents in the SOCRADES ABDSS will be shown. Figure 9 depicts a condensed view of some of
the classes used for representing the agents that will be available in the SOCRADES ABDSS. In this case,
three top‐level classes are available: Agent, AgentBehaviour, and AgentTransferInterface; the
remaining top‐level classes are instances of the swrla and temporal ontologies which are imported by
default into new Protégé [8] OWL projects.
As it can be seen from Figure 9, all the agent classes are in fact middle‐level classes of the Agent class. In the
case of the AgentBehaviour class, there are not visible middle‐level classes because agent behaviours are
specialized and, therefore, the model should refer to individuals instead of abstract classes. Figure 10 shows
a screenshot of the instance browser tab in Protégé where it is possible to see that the AgentBehaviour class
has many individuals with the names of the agent behaviours. The class AgentTransferInterface is mainly
used to indicate that a virtual service agent may have a physical link to other agent.
By using this information, it is possible to discover later on by means of inference rules other information;
for example, the fact that that a DecisionSupportAgent is an Agent that has a behaviour
DecisicionRequiredDpwsBehaviourGui.
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Figure 9: Condensed OWL ontology model describing agent classes.

Figure 10: Screenshot of the instance browser in Protégé showing all the individuals of AgentBehaviour.
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3.2. Inter-Agent Communications
The MAS platform JADE has been designed according to FIPA standards; therefore, it supports inter‐agent
communications using the structures of FIPA Agent Communication Language (FIPA‐ACL) [9] and FIPA
Semantic Language (FIPA‐SL) [10]. As it has been already mentioned in the deliverable D2.1, FIPA‐ACL
specification refers to a list of parameters (see Table 4) which indicate the structure of the message that is
transmitted among agents. Within these parameters it has to be specified which encoding scheme will be
used for the contents of the message and the conventional case is to use FIPA‐SL for this.

Parameter

Category of Parameters

Performative
Sender
Receiver
Reply‐to
Content
Language
Encoding
Ontology
Protocol
Conversation‐id
Reply‐with
In‐reply‐to
Reply‐by

Type of communicative acts
Participant in communication
Participant in communication
Participant in communication
Content of message
Description of content
Description of content
Description of content
Control of conversation
Control of conversation
Control of conversation
Control of conversation
Control of conversation

Table 4: FIPA‐ACL message parameters.

Another important parameter that has to be specified is the ontology to be used among agents. In this
context, an ontology refers to a set of concepts that have to be commonly understood by all the agents
interchanging messages. This is relevant from communications point of view since, otherwise, the contents
of the messages will be only transmitted and received by agents, but will never be conceptually understood.
It is very important also to make clear that the ontologies shared among agents are not the same than the
OWL ontologies mentioned previously and that are accessible through the Ontology Service.
An ontology shared between agents is based on a structure defined by concepts, predicates, and agent
actions:
•
•
•

A concept is an expression that identifies an entity – abstract or concrete – that exists in the world and
that agents may reason about it.
A predicate is an expression that say something about the status of the world and that can be either true
or false;
An agent action is a special type of concept that indicates actions that can be performed by some agents.

Inter‐agent communications within the SOCRADES ABDSS are achieved by using a set of extensible
ontologies depicted by the UML class diagram shown in Figure 11: ManagerOntology,
BrowserOntology, PerformanceOntology, and DecisionSupportOntology; all of them
implementing specific domain vocabularies.
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Figure 11: UML class diagram representing the ontologies developed for the SOCRADES ABDSS.

The manager ontology (see Figure 12) is used for requesting agents to perform actions connected to their
status during the platform deployment. The interfaces Concept and Predicate are available on the
ontology but no special classes are linked to them since it is possible to handle the communications with the
available basic concepts (i.e., integer, boolean, string, float).
The browser ontology (see Figure 13) is used by the agents for interchanging details related to the discovery
and invocation of WSs; this is where the syntactic connection between the information available in a WSDL
file and the agent’s messages is established. In addition to that, there are some predicates that were included
as a mechanism for providing scalability to agents running on hardware platforms with low resources; such
as the case described in the previous deliverable D5.4.1.
The performance ontology (see Figure 14) is used for sharing performance information of the production
system during its lifetime. This information is obtained by every virtual service agent and batch agent
through notifications provided by the execution of real operations on the production system. By sharing
performance information the ABDSS can take informed decisions when these are required.
The decision support ontology (see Figure 15) is used for communicating information related to execution
and monitoring of decisions that can be provided by the MAS. This ontology has been created taking into
account a manufacturing scenario with discrete processes, where products will be transported to different
locations.

Figure 12: UML class diagram representing the ontology for management activities.
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Figure 13: UML class diagram representing the ontology for browsing/discovering activities.

Figure 14: UML class diagram representing the ontology for performance activities.
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DecisionSupportOntology

1

«interface»Concept

TransportPath

«interface»
Predicate

«interface»AgentAction

1

DecisionRequired

1

ResponseRouting

1
1

1

DoNext

1

TransportPath

RequestRouting

Figure 15: UML class diagram representing the ontology for decision support activities.

All the communications within the SOCRADES ABDSS are carried out by interchanging messages between
agents. These messages are not randomly produced, but rather follow strict sequences according to selected
FIPA protocols for interaction. Every behaviour class executes one or more protocols in order to achieve its
goals.

3.3. Dynamic System Deployment
The following procedure takes place when the SOCRADES ABDSS starts its initial execution:
1. The Deployer Agent invokes an operation on the Ontology Service requesting the production
system’s ontology model.
2. Once the ontology model has been retrieved, the Deployer Agent triggers an initialization phase
were all the Virtual Service Agents and the Decision Support Agent are created based on the
information about services available on the production system. This step has several inner steps:
a. Using the Core Agent as a casting mould, agents are first instantiated on the agent platform.
b. The information about a specific WS is retrieved from the ontology model. A WS has
associated an access location for retrieving its WSDL description file, an endpoint reference,
a link to the physical device that host it (and, therefore, information about its physical
location on the production system), and an agent type. Some details of the Virtual Service
Agents and Decision Support Agent are filled‐up with this information.
c. By knowing the agent type linked to a WS, it is possible to retrieve also from the ontology
model all the information regarding that agent’s instance. An agent has associated basic
details needed for deployment (i.e., name and the ontology classes that it uses for
communication inside the MAS), a set of behaviour classes that will implement the agent’s
overall behaviour, and a link that indicates a physical connection of the agent with another
agent, based on the WS’s location. The GUI Behaviour Slots of every agent previously
instantiated are now filled‐up with the information obtained, also the remaining details.
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3. Once all the agents are ready, the Deployer Agent sends them a command requesting to confirm
their physical links. In this case, the Virtual Service Agents start a communication procedure by
which they start interchanging neighbouring information. After this step is finished, the Virtual
System Representation contains all the Virtual Service Agents that represent the WSs available,
together with proper interconnections. The Decision Support Agent is also ready.
4. The Virtual System Representation starts then a discovery procedure using its DPWS interface.
During this discovery procedure, the WSs physically available on the production system will be
retrieved once more and a cross‐checking procedure against the Virtual Service Agents recently
created will rule out false instances. During this step, Virtual Service Agents will also subscribe to
notifications produced by the WSs hosted on the devices.
5. The remaining Virtual Batch Agents are created once a production order is placed on the system. A
similar approach is used here by querying the Ontology Service. In this case, the ontology model
may contain as well information about products, which makes possible to define the types of
behaviour classes that a Virtual Batch Agent should include in order to produce a specific product.
6. Once the system is running, its status is self‐maintained by using the information received from
WS’s notifications and/or by receiving notifications from the Ontology Service.

3.4. Integration with Orchestration Engine
The SOCRADES ABDSS is integrated with the OE component (and with any other service‐enabled
component) by means of a WS interface. The interface is defined as follows:

Service Name

Operation

Parameters

Return Parameters

Note

SuggestNextService

String:
productID,
productTypeID,
batchID,
currentLocation.

URI:
endPointReference.

ProvidePath

String:
productID,
productTypeID,
batchID,
currentLocation,
nextProcessID.

URI:
BPELScriptLocation

Two‐way
operation
for
requesting
the
selection
of a next
process
service to
be
invoked.
Two‐way
operation
for
requesting
alternative
routing of
a product.

DecisionSupportSystemService

Table 5: Definition of the Decision Support System WS interface.
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4. Release Notes
This release notes correspond to the SOCRADES ABDSS tool developed at Tampere University of
Technology. The tool distribution files can be found in ZIP format on the Groove environment under the
path WP05ÆDeliverablesÆD5.4.2

4.1. Environment
The environment required for the SOCRADES ABDSS is exactly the same that was introduced in the
previous deliverable of this task (deliverable D.5.4.1). No new changes or additions to this environment were
considered.

4.2. Platform Setup
The next steps must be followed in order to setup the platform:
1. Unpack the distribution file into a known location, for example ABDSS.
2. Set the all jars from lib and dist folder in the Windows environmental variables.
3. Create an environmental variable called ABDSS_HOME pointing at the home directory of the
ABDSS.
4. In the command line, execute the following instruction: java fi.tut.pe.socrades.mas.util.Launcher. This
command will prompt a GUI like the one shown in Figure 16:

Figure 16: SOCRADES ABDSS Launcher GUI.

5. Start the ABDSS by clicking on Run (to run the Agent Platform) and then start a Deployer Agent as
shown in Figure 17:

Figure 17: Running the Deployer Agent.
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6. The Deployer Agent automatically deploys the virtual representation system based on the selected
KB. When this information is finally loaded, the user should command the creation of links for the
virtual representation system. This is done in the Deployer Agent by executing one of its behaviours
called RequestDeployLinksBehaviourGui as shown in Figure 18:

Figure 18: GUI of the Deployer Agent showing its list of behaviours.

7. The selected behaviour should be executed by requesting the agent to explicitly perform the action
(see Figure 19).

Figure 19: Result of the execution of link deployment by the Deployer Agent.
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8. Finally, the ABDSS is exposed as a WS, and its operations can be invoked by using any tool
compatible with WSs (see ):

Figure 20: A monitor agent used for exploring available WSs shows that the ABDSS is also a WS.

4.3. Initial Testing of the Platform
In order to ensure that the platform is running properly it is recommended to execute the following steps
that simulate a case where the ABDSS provides a decision:
1. To perform this task the user should open the Decision Support System Agent (DSSA). This is done
by executing the behaviour SetVisibleAgentBehaviourGui and then selecting the correct agent. As
shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22:
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Figure 21: Executing the SetVisibleAgentBehaviourGui.

Figure 22: Setting visible the Decision Support Agent.

2. Subsequently, select the RequestSupportBehaviourGui and fill a sample information; for example,
request a path planning from one agent to another as shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24:
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Figure 23: Activating the RequestSupportBehaviourGui in the Decision Support Agent.

Figure 24: Requesting support for selecting the best transportation path from one agent to another.

3. Finally, in the commands area it will be shown the best path based on a pre‐defined heuristic
denoted by the transportation costs. Figure 25 shows the test result, which in this case is provided as
a linked string. In the real scenario, the result is provided by a link pointing to a BPEL scrip
generated dynamically.
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Figure 25: Test result indicating the best path to follow.
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